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Open European Quilt 
Championships, Veldhoven, 
the Netherlands, 3–6 May 
2012

I was one of the 5,400 visitors to visit this 
exhibition this year. the ‘small’ exhibition 
turned out to be not so small after all. 
Held in a former monastery in Veldhoven, 
a suburb of Eindhoven, you can still see 
traces of the old monastery. travelling to 
Veldhoven was easy: I flew to amsterdam 
and took a train from the airport directly 
to Veldhoven. a shuttle bus or taxi can 
then be used to get to the show. the NH 
Koningshof conference centre is beautiful 
and spacious, with good restaurants and a 
hotel. Organiser ada Honders and her team 
had put on an impressive and well-organised 
show, featuring quilt art at its highest level.
 there were 289 competition quilts in 
the theme category ‘Flora’, and including 
all the guest exhibitors and collections 

over 600 quilts were on display. Besides the 
quilts to see, visitors had the opportunity 
to shop from over 50 traders for fabrics, 
haberdashery, books and every tool you 
might need.
 this was my first European quilt show 
and one thing that surprised me was the 
lack of ‘Do not touch’ signs. Visitors were 
handling the quilts to get a closer look at 
the piecing and stitching – not a sight for 
the faint-hearted, especially for those of us 
who abide by our own ‘no touching’ rules.
 During the day I visited the quilt show 
and in the evenings there were various 
functions to attend, organised as a part of 
the show. I was invited along to the awards 
ceremony, which was a great chance to meet 
quilters from all over the world.

The guest collections
the uK was one of the guest countries 
invited to exhibit a collection of quilts. 
the 23 quilts attracted much interest and 
discussion. they included the ‘Enigmatic’ 
collection of nine quilts by artists from the 

exhibiting group Contemporary Expressions; 
this new body of work was first shown at 
Region Seven’s quilt exhibition at Bletchley 
Park in February. Baltic Mittens by Gillian 
travis, inspired by a trip to that region, 
raised smiles as visitors tried to guess which 
mitten was from which country. there were 
also pieces by ann Beech, Linda Forey, Susan 
Hayes, Irene macWilliam, Sheena Norquay 
and Jill Packer. Besides the uK collection 
there were another 17 collections, either 
from individuals or from other guilds.
 Guest quilter Reiko Kato from Japan 
designs and makes beautiful appliquéd 
quilts with tiny pieces. Some of the quilts 
Reiko displayed were made by her students. 
they were richly embroidered and crochet 
was used around blocks as a border. Reiko 
also gave demonstrations of her hand 
appliqué technique, much to the admiration 
and fascination of viewers.

‘enigmatic’ collection by Contemporary expressions 

group, uK

Beautiful Grandfather’s 

Flower Garden by Ans Kouwe
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Champion quilts
the championship quilts were judged in the 
theme category ‘Flora’. the best of these 
quilts, and visitors’ choice, was won by 
Stokrozen (‘Hollyhocks’) by ans Schipper-
Vermeiren from the Netherlands. Hollyhocks 
make ans think of England, especially 
cottages with thatched roofs and white 
walls against which you often see hollyhocks 
in bloom. this stunning quilt was made 
with hexagons that were machine pieced, 
and then long-arm quilted. ans’s other 
masterpieces were also on show, and she 
demonstrated her method of using hexagon 
pieces, which was a popular attraction. 
Beautiful Grandfather’s Flower Garden, 

Events
auStRIa
28–30 September
annual Quilt Show
Veranstaltungszentrum, Krieglach/Styria

BELGIum
4–7 October
‘National Patchwork Happening’
Organised by the Belgium Quilters’ association
Salle acacia, Parc no.5 in 7850, Enghien
Daily 10–5
Details mia Spaenjers: miaspaenjers@live.com or 
anne Lenaerts: am.lenaerts@skynet.be
www.belgiumquilt.be

FRaNCE
13–16 September
18th European Patchwork meeting, Ste marie-aux-
mines, alsace
Guest of honour countries: Canada and Czech 
Republic 
thurs–Sat 9.30–6.30, Sun 9.30–6 
Details www.patchwork-europe.com

GERmaNY
9 September 2012 – 6 January 2013
5th European Quilt triennial
textilsammlung max Berk
Kurpfälzisches museum, Heidelberg
Details http://fiberartcalls.blogspot.
com/2011/05/5th-european-quilt-triennial.html

ItaLY
4–7 October
Quilt Italia Exhibition 2012
Exhibition of quilts by Quilt Italia, the National 
association of Patchwork and Quilting in Italy, in 
collaboration with Bergamo Fair
Creattiva Bergamo, Bergamo
Details vpr@quiltitalia

uSa
3–6 November
International Quilt Festival
George R. Brown Convention Center, Houston
www.quilts.com

made by ans Kouwe from silk ties, was hand 
pieced and quilted. Happiness by a needle. 
Happy with a needle by Yvonne Buzing 
was made after she had suffered a stroke 
– and with trial and error rediscovered her 
creativity. She says that through her quilting 
she can still feel useful.

the open european Quilt Championships is well worth 
visiting. several days is a must to ensure you have time 
to see both the show and to explore the surroundings. 
for more information, visit: www.oeqc.eu

Below:

Stokrozen (‘Hollyhocks’), detail, by Ans Schipper-

Vermeiren; championship quilt and visitors’ choice

Quilts by irene MacWilliam treasured island by Jill Packer


